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Let I be an ideal in a commutative ring, A. In this paper we consider 
the canonical homomorphism cp: SA(l) --t 9,(A) of the symmetric algebra 
of I to its Rees algebra. (Recall that ,%![(A) = @ y= 0 Z’T’ E A [r], T is an 
indeterminate over A.) Certainly, cp is always surjective. When it is an 
isomorphism, I is called an ideal of linear type. 
In [7] C. Huneke determined when the ideal generated by the minors of 
a given size of a generic matrix is of linear type. In the same article he 
asked the analogous question for a generic symmetric matrix, in particular 
whether the ideal generated by the submaximal minors is of linear type. In 
this paper we give a full answer to this question (Propositions 2.10, 3.1). 
Our result is 
THEOREM A. Let X he a generic symmetric n x n matrix over the com- 
mutative ring R. The ideal I,(X) E RCA’,], 1 < t < n is ef linear type if and 
only ift=l, n-l, or n. 
The hard part of this theorem is to establish that the ideal I,- ,(X) is of 
linear type. (The analogous statement when X is a square generic matrix is 
the main result of [7].) Our approach to this problem is somewhat 
different from that of Huneke and is closely related to Strickland’s article 
[ 161. In order to prove the exactness of the circular complex she constructs 
an auxiliary algebra and finds a free module-basis for it. It is implicit (but 
maybe not noted) in [7], that this algebra is isomorphic to the symmetric 
algebra of the ideal generated by the submaximal minors of a square 
generic matrix. This remark is the starting point of our approach: In 
Proposition 2.5 we construct a free basis of the symmetric algebra 
S(I,-,(X)). For this purpose we use a free basis of the ring R[X,, Y,]/ 
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Z,(XY), where X = (X,) and Y = ( Y,) are generic symmetric n x n matrices. 
Such a basis was constructed in the author’s Master’s Thesis (Sofia, 1988). 
Meanwhile, the necessary results have appeared in the recent article of 
Ruitenburg [13], and we reproduce them, along with the necessary 
notation and terminology, in Section 1. 
One application of the basis constructed in Proposition 2.5 is a direct 
proof of the exactness of the “symmetric circular complex,” cf. Proposi- 
tion 2.8. (The corresponding fact in the generic case is due to Strickland 
[16], cf. also [7].) 
THEOREM B. Let X and Y be generic symmetric n x n matrices over the 
commutative ring R. Set B = R[X,, Y,]/Z,(XY), 1 d i, j< n. Let x and F be 
the symmetric matrices with entries yij = X, mod I, (XY), 1 d i, j d n, and 
P,, = Y,j mod I, (XY), 1 < i, j < n, respectively. The complex 
is then exact. 
. . ?., B” 1 B” z B” 2 . . 
The method of proof of the linear type of I,,+ ,(X) allows easy proof of 
the normality of the symmetric algebra (hence of the Rees algebra) when 
the ground ring is normal. In this direction we prove the following asser- 
tion (Proposition 5.1). 
THEOREM C. Let X be a generic symmetric n x n matrix over a com- 
mutative ring R. Set A = R[X,], 1 < i, j < n. The symmetric algebra S = 
S”(Z,(X)), 1 < t 6 n, is a Krull (respectively normal) domain if and only if 
R is a Krull (respectively, normal) domain, and t = 1, n - 1, or n. The corre- 
sponding divisor class groups are: 
6) CI(S)=Cl(R)@Z when t= 1; 
(ii) Cl(S) = Cl(R) @ 2?‘~ ’ when t=n- 1; 
(iii) Cl(S) = Cl(R) when t = n. 
The methods used to prove the theorem above also yield the corre- 
sponding result in the case of a square generic matrix. 
In case R is a field of characteristic zero, W. Bruns [l] has established 
the normality and computed the divisor class groups of all Rees algebras 
of determinantal ideals of generic and generic symmetric matrices. 
(These results may be compared to the recent general statements [14] 
on the divisor class group of a normal Rees algebra.) 
In the proof of Theorem C we use the fact that the ring R[X,, Y,]/ 
Z,(XY) (where X= (X,) and Y = (Y,) are generic symmetric n x n matrices) 
is reduced provided R is reduced. This assertion is a part of the following 
theorem (Proposition 4.1). 
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THEOREM D. Let X and Y be generic symmetric n x n matrices over the 
reduced ring R. Set G(k,, k,)=Z,(XY)+ Ik,+,(X)+ Ikz+l(Y)~ R[X,, Y,] 
and B(k,, k2) = R[X,, Y,]/&(k,, k,). All the rings B(k,, k2) are then 
reduced. 
The analogous result in the generic case is proved in [ 151, cf. also [ 131. 
The results established in this paper were obtained in the author’s 
Master’s Thesis (Sofia University, 1988 ). 
SOME NOTATIONS 
In this paper X= (X,), 1 < i, j d n, and Y = (Y,), 1 d i, j< n, denote 
generic symmetric n x n matrices over a commutative ring, R. The polyno- 
mial rings R[X,], 1 < i, j< n, and R[X,, Y,], 1 < i, j< n, are denoted by 
R[X], and R[X, Y], respectively. We denote by &(k,, k,) the ideal 
Zl(XY) + I,, + l(X) + I!q+ 1 (Y)sR[X, Y], Odk,,k,<n. The R-algebra 
R[X, Y]/&(k,, k2) is denoted by B(k, , k,). The group of all invertible n x n 
matrices with entries in R is denoted by GL(n, R). 
1. THE COORDINATE RING OF THE VARIETY OF PAIRS 
SYMMETRIC MATRICES WITH PRODUCT ZERO 
In this section we describe an R-free basis, constructed in [13], of the 
ring B(k,, k2). For this purpose we need to introduce the language of 
Young diagrams and Young Tableaux, cf. e.g. [lo, 133. 
A Young diagram CJ is a finite subset of N x N such that if (i, j) E r~ and 
i’ < i, j’ <j then (i’, ,j’) E CJ. The length ci of the ith row of 0 is the maximal 
Jo N such that (i, j) E e. The Young diagram ~7 is completely determined by 
the sequence crl 3 o2 3 ... . The number of rows I(a) of ~7 is the maximal i 
such that a,>O. The degree 1~1 of 0 is equal to C:(z), gi. The conjugate 
diagram ol is obtained from CJ by interchanging rows and columns, namely, 
(i, j) E C? if and only if (j, i) E o. We think of the Young diagram c as a 
sequence of I(a) rows of boxes with length D,, (T*, . . . respectively. 
A Young tableau A on the numbers [l, . . . . n] with shape (T is a filling of 
the boxes of c with numbers between 1 and n. We think of A as being a 
(in general nonrectangular) matrix A = (a,), aijE { 1, . . . . n}, (i, j) E CT, 
where I= I( a). 
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A Young tableau A is called standard if the numbers in each row of A 
strictly increase (from left to right) and the numbers in each column of A 
do not decrease (from top to bottom). 
A hitableau (A 1 B) on the numbers 1, . . . . n with shape o is a pair 
of tableaux on the numbers [ 1, . . . . n] with the same shape (T. The 
bitableaux are used to indicate products of minors of X in the following 
way. Let (A ) B) = (aji ) b,); aii, biiE { 1, . . . . n}; (i, j) E o be a bitableau 
with shape CJ. We associate with .(A 1 B) the element (A 1 B),ER[X], 
(A I B)x = [a,,, . ..> al,,, I b,,, . ..> bl,,lx . . [a,,> ...> a/c,, I b,,, . ..> b,,,lx> 
where [ail, . . . . a,, 1 bi,, . . . . b,,r]x denotes the minor of X involving the rows 
Qi I , -., aio , and the columns b,,, . . . . b,,, 1 did I= I(O). The element 
(A 1 B) y E R[ Y] is defined in a similar way. Up to sign, (A 1 B)X does not 
depend on the order of the numbers in the rows of A and B. 
Let 9 = [(A I B), (C 1 D)] be a pair of bitableaux on the numbers 
[ 1, . . . . n] with shapes (T and z, respectively. We associate with 9 the 
polynomial (A I R)X (C ( D) ,,E R[X, Y]. By abuse of language we call this 
polynomial a pair of bitableaux and denote it by the same symbol 
[(A I BL cc I D)l. 
An R-free basis of B(k, , k2) is formed by a special kind of pairs of 
bitableaux. Let [(A I B), (C I D)] be a pair of bitableaux with shape [a, z] 
such that the following hold: 
(i) the numbers in each row of A, B, C, and D strictly increase; 
(ii) o,+r,dn. 
Then we can associate with [(A I B), (C 1 D)] the tableau 
sC(A I BL CC I D)l = 
where I= I(O); q = l(z); p, = n - T; for 1 
4, ‘.’ 4,,, 
2 I II ‘.. Cl{‘, 
a,, “. aI,, 
b II ‘.. b la/ 
a,, ... alo, 
b II ‘.. b la/ 
E i d q; the numbers in each row are 
strictly increasing (from left to right), and such that {ci,, . . . . cir,} u 
{ ?il > ...9 2,,,~=(1,..., n}, {di ,,..., d,,,}u{dj, ,..., &,}={l,..., n} for all 
1 didq. 
481/139!2-15 
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The tableau s[(A 1 B), (C 1 D)] is a Young tableau since 0, + t, dn. Its 
shape is 
(Pq, Pq’ ...Y Pl>Pu,, Cl, 017 ...7 G/Y 6,) 
=(n-Tr,,n-Tr, )...) n--5,,n--t,,a,,a I,..., a,,cJ,). 
A pair of bitableaux [(A 1 B), (C 1 D)] is called standard if it satisfies (i) 
and (ii) and the tableau s[(A 1 B), (C I D)] is standard. 
The following proposition holds [ 13, 1.21. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The standard pairs of bitableaux with shape [a, 71, 
such that G, 6 k, and t, d kz, ,form an R-free basis of B(k, , k, ). 
(Of course in Proposition 1.1 we consider each standard pair as an 
element of B(k,, k2) by means of the natural map R[X, Y] --+ B(k,, k,).) 
We shall call a standard pair of bitableaux [(A I B), (C ) D)] with shape 
[a, z] a basic pair for B(k,, k2), if Q, <k, and z, d k,. 
The proposition above is proved in [ 133 only in the case k, = n, k, = n, 
i.e., for the ring RCA’, Y]/Z,(XY), but the arguments in the proof cover the 
general case (cf. also [ 15, 1.31). 
2. THE LINEAR TYPE OF THE IDEAL GENERATED BY THE SUBMAXIMAL 
MINORS OF A GENERIC SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
In this section X denotes a generic symmetric n x n matrix over the 
commutative ring R and I= I,- i(X) denotes the ideal generated by the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) minors of X. We shall prove that this ideal is of linear type. 
First, let us find an explicit form of the symmetric algebra S(Z). 
Let M be a module over the commutative ring A, and let M be generated 
over A by the elements mjE M, j= 1, . . . . s. Let 
{ i Uijmj=O / a,EA, ie Aj 
,=I 
be the set of all relations between the mj (j= 1, . . . . S) over A. It is then well 
known that the symmetric algebra SA(M) is isomorphic to 
ACT,, . . . . TsllL 
where T,, . . . . T,y are indeterminates over A and the ideal .ZG A [ T,, . . . . T,v] 
is generated by the linear forms 
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Let w= (zij), 1 < i, j< n, be the matrix of cofactors of X TV= 
(-l)f+J [I . ..j... n (1 . ..i...n]. for l<<,j<n. Then Zis generated over 
A = R[X] by the entries of 8 and we have the following reiations between 
them: 
(i) Fii-J?jl=O for all 1 Qi,jdn 
(ii) C;i=, XjkTk,=O for 1 <i#j<n 
,c, Xjk2ki-kg, XjkFki=O for 16i, j,<n. 
The first kind of relations arises by the symmetry of X and the second kind 
of relations arises by the cofactor expansion XT= (det X) Id where Id 
denotes the identity n x n matrix. 
From the resolution of I= Z,, _ ,(X), which can be found in [S], it follows 
that the relations (i) and (ii) generate all relations between the entries of 
W over A = Z?[X]. 
Thus, we have 
SA(Z)=A[Y]/J=R[X, Y]/J, (2.1) 
where X and Y are generic symmetric n x n matrices over R and the ideal 
Jc R[X, Y] is generated by the forms 
l<i#j,<n 
i xik Yk, - i Xjk Yk,, 1 d i, j < n. 
k=l &=I 
Set h=(XY),,=xz=,X,,Y,,. Then we have 
J= Z,(XY-b Id). (2.2) 
Let a = (h mod J) E SA(Z). We have 
SA(Z)/aSA(Z)=R[X, Y]/Zl(XY) (2.3) 
since Z,(XY- b Id) + (b) R[X, Y] = Z,(XY). 
Let GL(n, R) denote the group of all invertible n x n matrices with entries 
in R. Let us consider the left action of GL(n, R) on R[X, Y] 
Kx, = k’mj~ Ry;,= (s-‘YW’)‘),, geGL(n, R), 1 <i, j<n 
or briefly KX=g’Xg and “Y=g-‘Y(g-I)‘, geGL(n, R). 
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As is to be expected for geometric reasons, the ideal J is invariant under 
GL(n, R). We prove this fact below. 
First. let us show that 
“b-bmod J for all g E GL(n, R). (2.4) 
We have b=(XY),,, hence “b= (RXRY),, = (g’XY(g’) -I),,. The entries 
of the matrix 
g’(XY-bId)(g’)-‘=g’XY(g’))‘-bid 
belong to J and “b - b = (g’XY( g’) ~ ’ - b Id),, , which establishes (2.4). 
The ideal gJ is generated by the entries of the matrix g(XY- b Id). We 
have 
g(XY- b Id) = “XgY- Rb Id = g’XY(g’))’ - gb Id 
=(g’(XY-bId)(g’)-‘)+((b-“b)Id). 
Since the entries of the last two matrices belong to J we get that gJ~ J for 
all ge GL(n, R), which proves that J is invariant under GL(n, R). 
Note that by (2.4) the element a E P(Z) is invariant under the induced 
action of GL(n, R) on SA(Z). 
Let us consider R[X, Y] as a N-graded ring in the usual way, namely, 
R[X, Y],=R, and degX,=l=deg Y, for 1 di, j<n. The ring SA(Z)= 
R[X, Y]/Z,(XY- b Id) then inherits from R[X, Y] a structure of N-graded 
ring. Furthermore, its homogenous components are invariant under the 
induced action of GL(n, R), and when R = Q (the field of rational num- 
bers), the representation of GL(n, Q) in each homogeneous component is 
rational. 
Now we shall describe an R-free basis of S= R[X, Y]/Z,(XY- b Id). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The set 
H = { akp ) 9 is a standard pair, k 3 0} 
is an R-free basis of S. 
Proox By (2.3), S/as= R[X, Y]/Zl(XY), and by 1.1 the image of H in 
S/as generates S/as over R. Since a is a homogeneous element, and 
deg a = 2, the set H generates S as an R-module. 
In order to prove the R-linear independence of the elements of H it is 
enough to do it when R = Q. Indeed, then in view of the natural inclusion 
Z[X, Y]/Zi(XY- b Id) 4 Q[X, Y]/Z,(XY- b Id) the claim holds for R = Z, 
and the general case follows from the natural isomorphism 
R[X, Y]/Zl(XY- b Id) = Z[X, Y]/Z,(XY- b Id)@, R. 
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So from now on let R = Q. We shall use the following facts from the 
representation theory of GL(n, Q) (see [6]). Let T, U and BS GL(n, Cl) be 
the subgroups of diagonal matrices, upper triangular unipotent matrices, 
and upper triangular matrices, respectively. Then for each Young diagram 
3. with I(A) G n, there is a unique irreducible and polynomial representation 
F,, of GL(n, Q) with highest weight vector /I (with respect to B). It is well 
known (see [lo]) that dim F;. is equal to the number of all standard 
tableaux on [l, . . . . n] with shape II. Furthermore, each irreducible rational 
representation of GL(n, Q) is of the form F,@deth, h E Z, where det 
denotes the one-dimensional representation g H det g, g E GL(n, Cl). 
We also use the following fact. Let F be rational representation of 
GL(n, Cl!), and let f E F, f # 0 be a vector such that the one-dimensional 
vector space Qf is invariant under B. Then f generates an irreducible 
GL(n, Q)-submodule of F with highest weight vector f: 
Let [a, r] be a pair of Young diagrams such that cI + z1 <n. Let N(cJ, t) 
denote the number of standard pairs with shape [a, z]. Then it follows 
from the delinition of a standard pair that N(a, r) is equal to the number 
of standard tableaux on [ 1, . . . . n] with shape 
where I = ,(a), q = l(7). 
Let S, denote the homogeneous component of degree d of S. Since the 
set H generates S we have 
where the sum is extended over all pairs of Young diagrams [a, z] such 
thatcr,+r,<n, (gl+Irl+2k=dandk~fV. 
Now we prove that dim SJ>, N, which will complete the proof. 
Let us fix a pair [a,71 such that a,+s,<n, lol+[tj+2k=d, kEN. 
Consider the element aksyo,,, E S,, where 
n n-1 . . n-7,+1 
. . 
. 
n n-l .” n-r,+1 
I= I(o), and q = l(7), 
n n-1 . . . n-7,+1 
. . 
n n-l ... n-rz,+l 
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We have that u~s~,,,,( Id, Id) = 1. On the other hand 
(XY- b Id), (Id, Id) = 0 
for all 1 6 i, j< n, hence ukslo, rl # 0. The one-dimensional vector space 
QQks[cr,rl is invariant under B since uk is invariant under GL(n, CD) and 
sCo,rl is a weight vector which is invariant under U. Hence a”sro,,, 
generates an irreducible GL(n, Q)-module SCCn,r,,kj c Sd with highest veight 
vector ~~sr~,~,. 
We have 
diag( t,, . . . . hJ(akq,,,,) 
= #“I . . t;““)(ty”. . . t,‘V) ukSCb,T3 
= (t, 
26, + 25, zi, . .t~+*‘1-*fl)(t* . ..I.). *fl (&q,*]). (2.6) 
Since, on the other hand, 
(n-Tz,,n-Tr, -,,..., n-z,)” =(z’,-f,,,r’,-f‘, ..I,..., f,-f,,f,-f,), 
we get 
(26, + 22, - 2f,,, . . . . 26, + 25, - 2f,) ” 
=(n-Tz,,n-Tz, )...) n-T,,H--T,,a,,a,, . ..) o,,a,). 
Hence dim SCC0,r3,k, = N(cJ, z). 
Furthermore the maximal weight of SCCO,r,,k, uniquely determines CJ, z, 
and k = i(d- 101 - 1~1). Indeed, by (2.6) it is clear that 22’, is the minimal 
he N such that the representation S,,, r,,kj@deth is polynomial. Hence 
the maximal weight of SCc,,TI,kj determines z’, = r(t) = q. Now that Z1 is 
determined, the Young diagram (n-rz,,n--rz, ,..., n-r,,n-T,,cJ,, 
cr,, . . . . CT,, c,) is determined as well. Again, since q = Z, is known, the 
diagrams 0 and r are determined. 
The considerations above show that 
sd= @ ‘%[o,r,,k), 
where the sum is extended over all 0, T, and k such that 0, + r, d n, 
101 + 1~1 +2k=d, and kEN. Hence we get 
dim Sd> N 
which completes the proof of 2.5. 
For us, the most important consequence of 2.5 is the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let X and Y be generic symmetric n x n matrices over 
the commutative ring R. Set b=(XY),, =x2=, XlkYk,, J=Z,(XY-bid) 
and S = R[X, Y]/J. Then the element a = (b mod J) E S is not a zero divisor 
in S. 
Proof: Let s E S, s # 0. Then by 2.5 we can write s = Ch E H,kh> 0rhakhpp, 
r,, E R, !?? is a standard pair and at least one rh # 0. Then as 
ChsH,kh>O ‘ha khf ‘.Y # 0, hence a is not a zero divisor in S. 
This corollary is sufficient to prove the exactness of the “symmetric 
circular complex.” An analogous result for generic matrices is established 
in [16, 71. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let X and Y be generic symmetric n x n matrices over 
the commutative ring R. Set B= R[X, Y]/I,(XY) and let R and Y be the 
n x n-matrices with entries TV = X, mod I, (XY), 1 < i, j < n, and P, = 
Y, mod I,(XY), 1 < i, j < n, respectively. The complex 
is then exact. 
Proposition 2.8 follows from the next well known lemma [4, Proposi- 
tion 5.11. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let F be a free module over the commutative ring S and let 
,L g E End,(F) be such that fg = gf= a Id,, where a is not a zero divisor in 
S. The complex 
g 0 SluS F,aF f@WrrS, F,aF nOW, F,aF row, 
is then exact. 
Proof of 2.8. It is enough to set in 2.9 S= R[X, Y]/J, a = b mod J, 
F=S”,f=X@S, g= Y@S. 
We are now going to establish the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let X be a generic symmetric n x n matrix over the 
commutative ring R. The ideal I = I,, ,(X) c A = R[ X] is then of linear 
type. 
Proqfi We know from 2.1 that 
S= f?(Z) = R[X, Y]/Z,(XY- b Id), 
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where X and Y are generic symmetric n x n matrices over R and 
b=(XY),, = i x,,Y/(1. 
&=I 
From now on we shall consider S with the N-grading which corresponds 
to the natural N-grading of P(Z), namely, S, = R[X] and deg P,= 1, 
1 < i, j < n, where yq = Y, mod J. In this grading we have deg a = 1. 
Let P denote the matrix (F,), 1 d i, j 6 n. The following identity then 
holds in S: 
XP=a Id. (2.11) 
The ring S[K ‘1 can be considered as a Z-graded ring in the usual way, 
deg s/a” = deg s-k, where s E S is a homogenous element. Since a is not a 
zero divisor in S, one can regard S as a subring of S[a- ‘1. 
Set T=a’-“det PES[UC’]. Using (2.11) we get 
T(a-’ det X) = a’ -H det Y(aP’detX)=aP”detXY=l 
in S[C’]. Thus we have 
T’=a-‘detX (2.12) 
in S[C’]. Again from 2.11 it follows that (det X) P=ag, where Xdenotes 
the matrix of cofactors of X. In S[C’] we can write (UC’ det X) Y= 8; 
hence by (2.12) we get 
P=TF (2.13) 
in S[C’]. 
We have the inclusion R[X] G S[a ~ ’ lo. Since deg T = 1 and T is not a 
zero divisor in S[C’], the element T is transcedental over R[X]. Further- 
more FE R[X] [ T] by (2.13), hence we have 
S[a-I]= R[X, P][u-~] = R[X, TICa-‘]. 
In view of (2.12), a = T det X and we finally get 
S[ac’] = R[X, T][(Tdet X))‘], (2.14) 
where T is indeterminate over R[X]. 
Now let us consider the Rees algebra C99,(A) s the subring R[X][ {tx,}], 
1 d i, j < n, of the ring R[X] [t], where t is indeterminate over R[X]. We 
write 9,(A) = R[X, d?] G RCA’, t]. 
The ring RCA’, &][(tdet X)-l] is a subring of R[X, t][(tdet X))‘]. 
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Weclaim that R[X, t~][(tdetX)~‘]=R[X,t][(tdetX)~‘]. Itisenough 
to show that t ER[X, tf][(t det X) ‘I, but this is clear since 
t = (det &)/( t det X)n ~ ‘. 
Let cp denote the natural map ,!?(I) +%?,(A). The map cp is the 
homomorphism of R-algebras S = R[X, r] -+ R[X, 81, such that 
cp(X,) = X,, 1 6 i, j d n, and cp( rjj) = tzij, 1 d i, j d n. In particular we have 
q(a) = t det X. 
Let us consider the commutative diagram 
P(I) L@,(A) 
I I 
R[X, T][(Tdet X)-l] =SR(l)[a-‘1 ‘PO &(A)[cp(a)-‘I= R[X, f][(tdet X)-‘1. 
Since 
qa(T)=cpJal-“det F)=(tdetX)‘-“dettF=t, 
the map cp, is an isomorphism. The left vertical arrow is injective since a 
is not a zero divisor in SA(Z); hence the map cp is injective. This proves 
Proposition 2.10. 
Remark. If R is a Noetherian domain then in order to prove the linear 
type of I,, _ ,(X) we can proceed as in [7]. For this purpose we can use 
Proposition 4.1, along with the fact that locally I,-,(X) is generated by 
analytically independent elements. The approach above is chosen because 
it attains the aim without restrictions on R. 
3. DETERMINANTAL IDEALS OF LINEAR TYPE OF 
A GENERIC SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
In addition to Proposition 2.10 we describe below ail determinantal 
ideals of linear type of a generic symmetric matrix. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X he a generic symmetric n x n matrix over the 
commutative ring R. The ideal I,(X) G A = R[X] is then of linear type i and 
only ift= 1, n- 1, or n. 
Proof: The ideals II(X) and Z,,(X) are generated by a regular sequence 
and so are of linear type [ 111. The ideal Z,, ~ ,(X) is of linear type by 2.10. 
In order to prove the necessity of the conditions we use the natural 
isomorphism SA(M) aa B = SE(M @A B) where A4 is A-module and B is 
A-algebra. 
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Assume that the natural homomorphism 
is an isomorphism. Tensoring with A/Z,((X) we get the natural 
isomorphism 
The R-algebra %,&A )/zl(W .@&dA) . is naturally isomorphic to the 
R-subalgebra of R[X] generated by the t x t-minors of X [ 2, Proposi- 
tion 10.163. In particular, the R-module Z,(X)/Z,(X) Z,(X) is isomorphic 
to the R-submodule of R[X] generated by the t x t-minors of X. By 
[3, Theorem 5.11 it follows that this submodule is a free R-module with 
basis consisting of all t x t-minors [a,, . . . . a, 1 h,, . . . . h,lx such that 
a,<a,< ... <a,, b,<b,< ... <b,, and a,<b,, a,<b, ,..., a,<b,. Thus 
~Ru,(aI~,(w Z,(W) 
is a polynomial ring over R and the proof will be completed if we show 
that when 1 < t < n - 1 the minors of X described above are not algebrai- 
cally independent over R. 
So, let 1 < t < n - 1 and in the Plucker relation (see [2, Lemma 4.41) 
c &(j’c)CL . . .. t I $a,), . . . . n(a,)lx [n(b,), b,, . . . . b, I 1, . . . . tlx=O 
set a, = i + 2 and b, = i for i = 1, . . . . t. Then we get the identity 
[ 1, . ..) t 1 3, . ..) r + 2-Jx [ 1, . ..) t 1 1, . ..) tlx 
-[l, . ..) t 1 1, 3, . ..) t+l],[l,..., t/2 )...) t,t+2], 
+ [l, . ..) t 1 1, 3, . ..) t, t+2], [l, . ..) t 12, . ..) t+ l],=O. 
The identity above completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
4. REDUCEDNESS OF THE RINGS B(k,,k,) 
In this section we prove the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. AN the rings B(k, , k,), 1 < k, , k, G n, are reduced 
provided R is reduced. 
In particular, if R is reduced, then the ring B(n, n) = R[X, Y]/Z, (XY) is 
reduced. 
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LEMMA 4.2. If k, < 1 and k, + k, dn then u= X,, = [n / nix is not a 
zero divisor in B(k,, k,). 
Proof We have u # 0 since k, 6 1. From the definition of a standard 
pair (see Section 1) and the condition k, + k, <n, it follows that the 
product of tl and any basic pair for B(k,, k2) is again a basic pair for 
B(k,, k,). Furthermore, if PI # 9’ are basic pairs, then UP, # u,C.$. Since by 
1.1 the basic pairs form an R-free basis of B(k,, k2), Lemma 4.2 is proved. 
We shall use 4.2 in an inductive proof. The next two lemmas present he 
inductive argument. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let X and Y be generic symmetric n x n matrices over R and 
let W be the unipotent n x n matrix 
where ci= -XniX,;,‘= -X,X,;,‘, i= 1 . ..n- 1. 
Then the symmetric matrices X” = W’XW and Y” = W-’ Y( W-l)’ have 
the form 
where X’ and Y’ are symmetric (n - 1) x(n - 1) matrices with entries X:, = 
X<j - X,,,X,jX,i, 1 6 i, j ,( n - 1, and Yij = Y,j, 1 f i, j < n - 1, respecrively, 
and 
,2- 1 
Yii = Y::, = Y,,i - 1 cj Y,, lgidn-I, 
,= I 
I,-~ I n-l 
r;;, = Y,,, - 2 1 cj Y,,$ 2 c,c, Y,j. 
j= I i.j=l 
Furthermore we have 
RCX YlITXi’I = NJf,,, . ..x.,1cy::, ‘.. clCx,,,llC~‘, Y’l 
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and the symmetric matrices X’ and Y’ are generic over the ring 
RCX,’ -x,1c~,‘1. 
Proof: By a direct computation. 
The next lemma is completely analogous to [ 15, Lemma 2.121. In order 
to avoid confusion we write RB(kI, k,, n) instead of B(k,, k,), pointing out 
the ground ring and the size of X and Y. 
LEMMA 4.4. The rings .B(k,, k,, n)[u-‘1 and RSB(kl - 1, k,, n- 1) are 
isomorphic, where R’ denotes the ring R[X,,, . . X,,,,][X,‘]. 
Proof: Let A denote the ring R[X, Y] [Xnnl ] and set S = {X,, , , . . . . Xnn}, 
T= {Y;,, . . . . Y;,}. 
We have 
R~(~l,~~,~)C~~,l=~I(~,(~~)+~~,+,(~)~+~~,+l(~)~). 
The following equations hold in A: 
Z,(XY)A=Z,(X”Y”)=Z,(X’Y’)+(T)A; 
Z k,+ ,(WA = Ik, + 1(x”) = zkl(x’); 
Z kZ+#?A=zkz+l(Y”)> 
where X”, Y”, X’ and Y’ are the matrices described in 4.3. 
Since A = R[S, T] [X;;‘] [X’, Y’] by 4.3, we have 
RWl, k2, n)Cupll 
=N~lCTlCJK,‘l[X’, y’]/(&(X’Y’)+&(X’)+&+,(Y”)+(T)A) 
=R[s][x,‘][x’, y’]/(~,(x’y’)+~,,(x’)+~,,+,(y’)). 
The last equation holds since 
Z kz+,(y”)+((T))A=zkz+,(y’)+(T)A 
By 4.3 the matrices X’ and Y’ are generic over R’ = R[s] [X,‘], and this 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
The next proposition contains a part of 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Zf k, + k, < n and R is reduced (resp. a domain) then 
B(kl, k2) is reduced (resp. a domain). 
Proof. We use induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. Assume that 4.5 
holds for n - 1. We may assume also that k, > 1 without loss of generality, 
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since B(0, 0) = R. Then by 4.2 the element u is not a zero divisor in 
RB(k,, k,, n), hence the natural map 
.W,, k,, n) -+ R&k,, k,, n)Cu-‘I 
is injective. By 4.4 we have .B(k,, kt, n)[u-‘]= RCB(kz- 1, k,, n- 1). 
Since the ring R’ = R[ X,, , . . .Xnn][X,;‘] is reduced (resp. a domain) when 
R has the corresponding property, it follows by the inductive hypothesis 
that RB(k,, k,, n) is reduced (resp. a domain). 
Let us lix the pair (k,, k2). Then for each pair (I,, 12) such that I, <k, 
and I, d k,, there is a natural homomorphism B(k,, k,) --t @I,, I,), which 
we denote by 11/,,[?. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let (k,, k2) be a pair such that k, + k, bn. The 
homomorphism 
ti: BP,, k,)-, fl WI, 2 41, 
/I < ki : 12 S kz 
/,+iz=n 
‘Hz) = (‘h/,,,(Z))> -‘EB(k,,k,)(l,dk,;1,6k,;I,+12=n) 
is then injective. 
Before proving 4.6, let us note that together with 4.5 it implies 4.1. 
Proof of 4.6. If 9 is a basic pair for B(k,, k2) then either 1//,,,2(9) is a 
basic pair for B(l,, I,) or 1/,,,~(9) = 0. Furthermore if 9, # Pz are basic pairs 
for BW,, U and $,,,,(~:)ZO, Ic/l,lz(=%:)ZO~ then $,,,,(~))z$l,&?J. Thus 
it is enough to prove that if 9 is a basic pair for B(k,, k2), then there is 
a pair (I,, 1*) such that 1, d k, , I, d k2, 1, + I, = n, and Ic/,,Iz(9) # 0. 
Let [a, t] be the shape of 9’. Then we have (T, d k, , T, d k, and 
(T, + r, d n since 9 is a basic pair for B(k,, k,). Since 
max(a,, n - k2) d min(k,, n - z,), 
there is a natural number I, such that CJ, d 1, d k, and n-k, d 1, <n -z,. 
Hence (I,, 12) = (I,, n - I,) is a pair such that CJ, d I, d k,, r, <I, <k,, and 
I, + 1, = n. The pair 9 is basic for B(l,, 12), hence $1,[2(9) # 0. Lemma 4.6 
is proved. 
In the sequel we shall need the following fact. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let X and Y be generic symmetric n x n matrices over a 
domain, R. Set b=(XY),,=Ct=, XlkYk,, J=Z,(XY-bId)zR[X, Y], 
and S = R[X, Y]/J. Let a denote b mod JE S. The following then hold: 
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(i) US= fly=, P, where Pi = 8( j, n - j)/J, j = 0, . . . . n 
(ii) the ideals Pi(j=O, . . . . n) are prime, and htP,= 1 (j= 0, . . . . n). 
Proof The homomorphism 
is injective by 4.6; hence we have 
Z,(XY) = fi &(j, n-j), 
i=O 
which yields (i). 
The ideals P, = a( j, n - j)/J (j= 0, . . . . n) are prime by 4.5. In order to 
prove that htP, = 1 (j = 0, . . . . n), note that Pin (R- {O})= @ (j=O, . . . . n). 
We can invert the elements of R - {0} and then the claim that ht Pj = 1 
follows by Krull’s principal ideal theorem [9]. 
5. THE DIVISOR CLASS GROUP OF THE SYMMETRIC ALGEBRA 
This section is devoted to the following question: When is the symmetric 
algebra S(Z,(X)) (where X is a generic symmetric matrix) a normal 
domain? We consider this question from the point of view of Krull 
domains. All results about normality follow from the corresponding results 
about Krull domains, since a Noetherian domain is normal if and only if 
it is a Krull domain. 
As usual, X is a generic symmetric n x n matrix over the commutative 
ring R. We set A= R[X]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The symmetric algebra S = S”(I,(X)), 1 d t < n, is a 
Krull (resp. normal) domain if and only if R is a Krull (resp. normal) domain 
and t = 1, n - 1, or n. The corresponding divisor class groups are 
(i) Cl(S)=Cl(R)@Z when t= I 
(ii) Cl(S)=Cl(R)@Z”-~’ when t=n-1 
(iii) Cl(S)=Cl(R) when t =n. 
The proof of the necessity of the conditions of 4.1 is easy. If SA(Z,(X)) is 
a domain, then A = R[X] is a domain also. If A is any domain and Z is an 
ideal in A then SA(Z) is a domain if and only if Z is of linear type [ 111. By 
3.1 we get that the possible values of t are 1, n - 1, or n. In each of these 
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cases P(Z,(X)) is a free R-module (in the case t =n - 1 by 2.5). Thus 
if SA(Z,(X)) is a Krull domain, then R also is a Krull domain since 
the property of a ring being a Krull domain descends in a faithfully flat 
extension. 
The ring P(Z,,(X)) is isomorphic to a polynomial ring over R; this 
proves (iii). 
The ring SA(Z,(X)) is isomorphic to R[Z]/Z,(Z), where 2 is the matrix 
of n(n + 1) indeterminates over R 
It is known that such a ring is a Krull domain when R is one, and that 
Cl(R[Z]/Z,(Z)) = Cl(R) @ Z [2]. 
It remains to consider the mose interesting case when t = n - 1. From 
now on we set Z=Z+,(X). 
We will prove that SA(Z) is a Krull domain when R is one, by using the 
following lemma which is an analogue of a lemma of Hironaka, cf., e.g., 
c121. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let S be a domain and let a # 0 be an element of S such that 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) S[a-‘1 is a Krull domain; 
(ii) aS = nf=, Pi, where P, (j = 1, . . . . k) are prime ideals, and htPi = 1 
(j= 1, . . . . k). 
Then S is a Krull domain. 
ProofI Let P be one of the ideals P,, j= 1, . . . . k. We shall prove that S, 
is a discrete valuation ring. 
The ring S,/aS, is reduced since it is a localization of S/as which is 
reduced by (ii). By the reducedness of S,/aS, and (ii), it follows that 
S,/aS, is a field, hence PS,= as,. Thus the ring S, has Krull dimen- 
sion 1 and the maximal ideal of S, is principal. By a theorem of Cohen [9, 
Theorem 81, it follows that S, is Noetherian, therefore S, is a discrete 
valuation ring. 
The following equation holds in the field of fractions of S: 
S=S[aC’]nS,,n ... C-IS,, 
Cf. [9, Theorem 531. 
Since S[a-‘1 and S,,, . . . . S, are Krull domains, Lemma 5.2 is proved. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X be a generic symmetric n x n matrix over a Krull 
(resp. normal) domain R. Set A = R[X] and Z= Z,.~,(X) c A. Then SA(Z) 
and B,(A) are Krull (resp. normal) domains. 
Proof. We apply 5.2. By (2.14) we know that SA(Z)[a- ‘1 = 
R[X, T] [T det X) - ’ 1. This ring is a Krull domain since the property is 
stable by polynomial extensions and localizations. Lemma 4.7 takes care of 
condition (ii) of 5.2. Hence SA(Z) =9?!,(A) are Krull domains. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. With the same assumptions as in 5.3 we have 
Cl(SA(Z)) = Cl(W,(A)) = Cl(R)@ Z” - ‘. 
Proof: We shall proceed as in [2, Chapt. 81. Set S= SA(Z). We have the 
following sequence of homomorphisms: 
R& S& S[a-‘I. 
By 2.5 S is a free R-module and we can write 
Cl(R) cl(i) Cl(S)- Cl(S[a-‘I), (5.5) 
where Cl(i) and Cl(j) are defined by extensions of the divisorial ideals [S, 
Proposition 6.41. We have S[a-I] = R[X, T][(Tdet X))‘], and since T 
and det X are prime elements in R[X, T], by virtue of Nagata’s 
Theorem [S, Corollary 7.31 we get Cl(S[a-‘])=Cl(R). Hence the 
sequence (5.5) can be split and Cl(S) rCl(R)@Ker(Cl(j)). Again by 
Nagata’s Theorem [S, Corollary 7.21 it follows that Ker(Cl(j)) is 
generated by the classes of the minimal primes of a. By 4.7 these are exactly 
the ideals Pi = &( j, n - j)/J (j = 0, . . . . n). 
It remains to find all relations between cl(Pi) (j= 0, . . . . n) in Cl(S). 
First, by aS = fly= 0 P, it follows that 
i cl(P,) = cl(aS) = 0. 
j=O 
(5.6) 
Now assume that 
i ti cl( Pi) = 0, t;EZ, j=O, . . . . n. 
/=o 
Then CT=, tj div(P,) = div(fS), where f belongs to the field of fractions 
of S. We have div(fS[a-‘I)=0 in S[a-‘1, hence f and fp' belong to 
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S[a-‘1. Since S[a-‘1 =R[X, T][(Tdet X))‘] arises from R[X, T] by 
inversion of the prime elements T and det X, we have 
f = rT”(det X)y, 
where r is a unit in R, m E Z, and q E Z. Set q’ = q - m. Then we can write 
f = t( T det X)m (det X)y’ = vam(det X)“‘. 
Therefore 
i t, div(Pj) = m div(aS) + q’ div(det X). 
/=O 
(5.7) 
By the identity (det X)(det Y) = u’ which holds in S, it follows that 
div(det X) = i sj div(Pj), SjE N,j=O, . ..) II. 
j=O 
It follows by (5.7) that all relations between cl(Pj) in Cl(S) are generated 
by the relation (5.6) and the relation 
II 
1 sj Cl(Pj) = 0. 
j=O 
Now we shall show that s, = 0 and s,,_ 1 = 1, thus Ker(Cl(j)) E B”- ‘, 
which will complete the proof of Proposition 5.4. 
Let us note that the ring S= R[X, Y]/Z,(XY-6 Id) is naturally 
bigraded, namely, So0 = R and bideg X, = (1, 0), bideg Y, = (0, 1) for 
1 < i, j< n. We have P, = I,( Y)/J, thus the ideal P, is generated by 
elements of bidegree (0, 1). Since bideg(det X) = (n, 0) we get that 
det X$ P,,. Hence s, = 0. 
By the identity XT= a Id which holds in S, it follows that (det X) Y= 
a?, where 2 is the matrix of cofactors of A’. Hence we have 
in S. 
r, ,(det X) = a[2, . . . . n I 2, . . . . nix 
The ideal P,_ , = (Z,(XY) + 1*(Y) + Z,(X))/J is generated by elements 
of bidegree (1, 1 ), (0, 2), and (n, 0). Hence Fr, $ P,_ , and 
II ) 2, . . . . nlx# P,, ~, since these elements have bidegree (0, 1) and 
;k-i, O), respectively. Let u be the discrete valuation corresponding to 
S p,m,. Then we have 
s,,~, = u(det X) = u( yl, det X) = v(a[2, . . . . n 1 2, . . . . nix) = u(u) = 1. 
Proposition 5.4 is proved. 
481.139,2-16 
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